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Sharing

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 1               by Sam McBratney

20 September                

Friends and friendship are the theme of the broadcasts over the next three weeks and the unit 
starts with a programme about sharing things.

Poem/Song
   

   My Brother
   (sung to the tune of �Let him go, let him tarry..�)

   My brother is as generous
   as anyone could be,
   for everything he�s ever had
   he�s always given me.
   He has loaned me his binoculars,
   his new computer games,
   and his wind-up wailing dragon
   that breathes artiÞ cial ß ames.

   I�ve been grateful for his robots,
   for his giant teddy bear,
   but not for certain other things
   I�d hope he�d never share.
   Though I�m glad he�s shared his rockets and
   his magic jumping socks.
   I wish my brother hadn�t shared.
   his case of CHICKEN  POX.

      By Jack Prelusky

Story

   The Three Sacks of Corn
   Adapted from an old legend which is found in many countries.

The farmer said to himself, �I have three sacks of corn.  Two sacks will get me through the winter - I won�t 
eat any more than that.  I will give the third one to my brother in case he is short.�
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After the programme

words for discussion:- to be generous, binoculars, to borrow, to fall out, a sack race. 
� What does �sharing� mean to the class?  What things do they share every day - and do 

they understand that it is a two-way thing?
� What things do they like to share?
� What things do they not like to share?
� Talk about what it is like to �fall out� with a close friend.  How do they feel?  What 

caused the quarrel, and what happened next?
� Does most of the class share a bedroom?  What do they feel about this?
� Sharing games and toys with family and friends.  What sorts can they think of where it 

is more fun, or even essential, to share with other people?
� Sharing things with those less fortunate.  Talk about giving to charity or collecting items 

for good causes or in response to a disaster somewhere in the world.
� Act out the story.  It is ideal for simple classroom drama.  Two children can play the part 

of the farmer and his brother, and six other the sacks of corn - three in each location.

Northern  Ireland  Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore stories, poems   
    and songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama and other    
    expressive activities; take part in drama activities, including   
    role play; express thoughts, feelings and opinions in response to   
    personal experiences, literature and media etc.

Reading:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: listen to and understand a  
    range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented on tape,  
    radio  or television.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 1

PSHE
sharing
awareness of others
bullying
friendship

ENGLISH
classroom drama
discussion


